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Topics of today’s presentation

• Educational system in 

Afghanistan

• EQPR and interview based 

methodology

• Challenges and perspectives



Educational system in 

Afghanistan



Technical & Vocational Education and Training (TVET)

Formal education:

• Last 2- 5 years

• Under the responsibility of MOE

• Fields of study:
• Agriculture

• Business education

• Construction and Engineering

• Fine Arts

Non-formal education:

• Short courses

• Under the responsibility of MOLSAMD

• Common courses:
• Plumbing

• Television repair

• Electricians

• Computer studies

Picture: DVIDS



Religious Schools

The First Curriculum

• Made for the first time in 1932

• 11-year educational program

The Third Curriculum

• Other subjects besides the religious subjects:

• Mathematics, History, Geography, Languages 
etc.

• Challenge: too many subjects 

• Increased the educational program by 2 years

The Current Curriculum

• Students are taught the same subjects as 
mainstream until 3rd grade

• From 4th grade Madrassa Curriculum

• Figh, Tajweed but also geography, mathematics, 
science etc.

Picture: The Asian Age



Higher education

Both public and private under the responsibilities of MOHE

• 25 public

• 140 private institutes

Different types of higher education providers

• Universities

• Polytechnics

• Institutes and higher teachers’ colleges

• Community colleges

Admission criteria

• Kankour exam

http://hamee.af/afghan-higher-education-institute/



2. Cycle1. Cycle
Admission 
requirement
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Associate Degree

2-2.5 years

Bachelor Degree

5 years

(Engineering, Pharmacy)
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Bachelor Degree

4 years

(B.A, B.Sc)

Degrees in Veterinary Medicine: 5 
years

Degrees in Medicine: 7 years



Higher education

Bachelor’s degrees

• Consist of following subjects:

• Basic subjects: 30%

• Specialized subjects: 50%

• Optional subjects: 12%

• Diploma project: 8%



Higher education 

Master’s degrees

• Limited amount being offered in Afghanistan

• Include thesis: 100 – 150 pages

• Graduation requirements: 

• passing grade of 65% for all subjects

• Completed a foreign language course in bachelor program



Interview with the applicant – the core element

Analysis of the available documentation

+

Desk research, ev. reconstruction

+

Semi-structured interview with the qualified 

credential evaluators



Approaches to evaluation

Document-based assessment

Where do we begin?

• Data collection 

Why do we look for it?

• Basis of consistency/inconsistency

What do we look for?

• Stamps and signatures

• Format and layout

• Printed information

Interview-based assessment

Where do we begin?

• Data collection

Why do we look for it?

• Basis of consistency/inconsistency

What do we look for?

• Must be reconstructed

• Applicant is the source of the information

• Structured information



Interview-based evaluation and its steps 

Application
Review of the 

submitted 
documentation

Desk research Interview Outcome

Assumption Testing of assumption Conclusion



Sources of information

RELEVANT 
MINISTRY

OTHER ENIC-
NARIC AGENCIES

OUR ARCHIVES



Type of information



Type of information

Rules and 
Regulations



Type of information

«National Education Strategic Plan III»

«Action plan» reports



Type of information

“Afghanistan 
National Health 

workforce plan 
2012 – 2016”



Background

• Introduction

• Ice-breaker

• Initial information 

collection



Education: Basic education

One of the main building blocks 

are dates

• Reconstruction of timeline

Modification of the template

• Basic education

• Date of entry

• Subjects completed

• Final examinations

• Kankour exam



Konkour Exam

• “On a yearly basis, around 200,000 students 
undertake the ‘Kankor’ exam to compete for 
seats in the public sector universities across 
Afghanistan which provide free higher 
education. But, due to a lack of capacity in terms 
of staff and number of universities, close to 50% 
of students remain deprived of a place.”

• “Against this backdrop, Faisal Ameen, 
spokesman for the Ministry of Higher Education, 
told University World News that 25% of seats in 
public universities in different insecure 
provinces have now been earmarked for those 
students in these restive parts who have always 
missed higher education opportunities in the 
past.”



Educational Background

Formal information

• Nominal length of education

• Day/evening studies

• Theory vs. practical

• Thesis

• Internship

Informal information

• Motivation

• Normal day at university

• Exam preparation



Challenges: Credential evaluator perspective

• - Access to information and contacts

• - Reliability of information 

• - Documentation



Challenges: Access to information

• MOHE website: List of 

recognized public universities



Challenges: Access to information

MOHE website: verification of degrees



Challenges: Access to information



Challenges: Access to information



Challenges: Access to information

• Nangarhar University 

website



Challenges: Quality of information

• “Afghanistan National Health 

workforce plan 2012 – 2016” 
(published 2011) 



Challenges: Quality of information

• “National 

Pharmaceutical 

Human Resources 

Strategic Framework 

2013 – 2017” 

(published by MOPH in 

2012). 



Challenges: Quality of information

• Tanwir Higher 

Education Institute: 

Sharia Law Degree



Challenges: Documentation



Some tips

• Do your searches on the Dari version if possible

• Think “outside of the box” for information

• Check the history of the education institution and programs

• Check the chronology of date of birth, educational path (age of 

start of primary education – age at graduation)

• Look for consistencies/inconsistencies not only on the information 

that is being provided but also the “manner” its being provided



Calender Conversion

• http://www.iranchamber.com/calendar/converter/

iranian_calendar_converter.php

http://www.iranchamber.com/calendar/converter/iranian_calendar_converter.php


Questions



Questions

• 1. We noticed some discrepancies with the 
template we usually received from Herat 
University. In the final parchment, left down 
corner, it appears just the Dean of 
Faculty, without naming the faculty (usually it 
appears: Dean of Engineering faculty). 
In addition to that, the date of birth of 
the applicant is not in the usually format: 
DDMMAA, but the month is written. Can 
we consider it something usual?

•

• 2. Stamps: especially on the back page of 
the both transcripts and final diploma, 
stamps are not well visible ( we have already 
asked for a better scan copy) but the 
overall dossier is quiet unusual and the back 
page doesn’t look like the back page of 
the front one . The stamp of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs seems to be delete 
somehow…is it a pattern we are likely 
to receive in the future? And what about the 
other stamps? For example the one of Herat 
University in the back page of the final 
diploma?



Questions

• 3. Given the current situation, how do you 

suggest proceeding when in doubt to receive a 

confirmation of authenticity?

•

• 4. Is there a way for secondary school leaving 

qualifications to be verified and is there a list of 

secondary schools available online?

•

• 5. What additional recommendations do you have in 

terms of source of information that can be consulted 

so to conduct researches without affecting the status 

of potential candidates?

• Would you be so kind to clarify the recognition 

procedure of the secondary education 

documents in a case when applicant does not 

have any documents and there is no possibility 

to send a request to the country of issue.


